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TEECH believes in keeping you
informed.  Join our mailing list to 
 stay up to date on  all our activities
and receive our quarterly newsletter.

TEECH's overall goal is to ensure
we give back ...

TEECH’s overall goal is to ensure we give

back to the communities because without

the communities there would be no TEECH.



WE ARE AN RCO & more...

SERVING THE COMMUNITY

The elderly are always a priority for us. 
 during the winter season, TEECH assisted
the elderly during the snow blizzard, with
shoveling and other needs. 

COUNTERING COVID FATIGUE

TEECH has succeeded in becoming a Recovery Community Organization (RCO).

 RCO's are  independent, non-profit organizations led and governed by representatives

of local recovery communities that provide a variety of supportive services to

individuals, families, and the community.  In an effort to increase our services, TEECH 

 obtained a Notary License to provide this service for the community and has expanded

with DCFS to work with their INTACT program. 

A day of relaxation was held when TEECH hosted its first post-COVID vaccine sober

outing at TGIF for students, staff, and PLE’s.



Walter Arnold was the

first person to be

convicted of speeding

Jan. 28, 1896. He was

doing 4 miles over the

limit; he was traveling 8

miles per hour. 

"All the great things are simple, and many can be expressed in a
single word: freedom, justice honor, duty, mercy, hope."

Winston Churchill
 



SUCCESS @ TEECH - WHY WE WORK

TEECH supports every participant who enters our door,  we empower them to "get

moving" into a productive life.   Our reality based approach presents a broader

perspective on the steps necessary to overcome barriers and achieve success and

includes teaching them how to practice self care, develop leadership skills, and positive

social behaviors.   Our goal is for our participants to become stable and stay connected

to the continued support we offer after completing our program.  We refer to our

participants as PLE's (Person with Lived Experience) who become members of our

ROSC Council, and  help foster the success of new participants through peer

mentorship.   

Congratulations on the success of
our PLE's who have maintained
employment and moved on to

purchasing a car.   

Virginio Burtue Robert Buford

Jackie Huston



Hello, my name is Henry Lee Gilmore Jr., and I was given the chance to live and become

someone who matters. Dr. White and Ms. Shells are God’s angels and warriors for your

life. They fought for my spirit when I first came into the program and they still fight

today. With their counsel, I was able to do things I wanted to do. I had a fire in my

stomach that wouldn’t let me sit still but Dr. White helped me to get still and Ms. Shells

tempered my flame so I could shine brighter than ever before. I am forever grateful for

them and I know that God’s grace is with them.  My life is better because of T.E.E.C.H,

because it is a place where I could listen and learn. God bless them.

My name is Compton Barnes and T.E.E.C.H has been a wonderful experience! I was a

part of their job readiness and training program that helps people reach their goals

upon re-entry. The program staff are excellent and professionally worked with me to

meet my needs and help me become a productive member of the community; I had a

willingness to listen and learn. I’ve taken the acronym of the “Five P’s” – Proper

Preparation Prevents Poor Performance and have applied each and every word to my

journey to success. I chose to remain reachable and teachable.  



recognizes that these statistics represent the individual lives
lost to substance use overdose and the need to increase
services so people can access  resources that connect them
to the help they need. T.E.E.C.H has witnessed success when
services are available and the tragedy when they are not.
One such person, whose identity is withheld out of respect
for the family, just recently lost their fight against addiction.
They entered our program after a time in prison as an
accessory to the overdose of someone they loved. Although
they dealt with mental health issues as well, they were ready
to get their life on track and fully engaged the program,
became gainfully employed and was doing well. They are an
example of what can happen when appropriate services are
available. This story does not end as we had hoped, like so
many of the people represented in the statistics due to
“worrisome trends” caused by the impact of COVID-19 and
the increase of substance use. We can only wonder what the
outcome would have been if more resources were available
when this person lost their job. As a ROSC member,
T.E.E.C.H has sought to help service providers who shut
down due to the pandemic reopen their doors  and is 
 committed to being a viable service provider continuing to
seek out ways to increase the number of available resources
for those who come to us.

America has had a substance use problem for a major part of
its history, but evidence shows COVID-19 is making it worse.
In June it was reported that alcohol sales had risen 27% since  
March 7th. Millennium Health, a national drug testing
laboratory, also found worrisome trends when comparing
the period this year before the national emergency was
declared on March 13th , to the period from then to the end
of May. It found an increase of 32% for non-prescribed
fentanyl, 20% for methamphetamine (meth, blue, ice, and
crystal), 12.5% for heroin and 10% for cocaine, accompanied
by an 18% increase in suspected drug overdoses. There have
been at least 924 confirmed or suspected overdose deaths so
far in 2020; there were 461  at this  time last year.   Much like

 YOU NEED TO KNOW

the coronavirus outbreak, the opioid epidemic has disproportionately affected African
Americans on Chicago’s West and South Sides.  As a recovery support organization, T.E.E.C.H



Monthly PLE and student Fun Day
Monthly PLE Speakers  
Recovery  Support Group
NEW! - Wellness Support Group

UPCOMING 
 

TEECH will be hosting numerous pop-up

events, so watch for emails.   TEECH is

working with community partners to feed

the homeless with scheduled community

homeless drives.  TEECH has partnered

with TREAD in working with youths to

prepare for a Summer and Mentorship

program.

SPRINGING INTO 2021

TEECH is in the process of

planning how we can safely

reengage the community with in-

person services.   We will

continue to follow the  CDC

recommended guidelines as we

expand services to meet the

needs of the community.  

TEECH continues to host

Naloxone trainings, distribute

PPE’s and provide resources for

those who desire to have the

COVID-19 vaccine. TEECH is

scheduled to provide Naloxone

trainings for law enforcement.

STAY UP TO DATE & SUBCRIBE!
Visit our website www.teechfoundation1.org

https://www.teechfoundation1.org/
https://www.teechfoundation1.org/

